
San Diego Supercomputer Center rolls out a new  
AMD-based cluster from Dell Technologies.
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The San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) needs to 
bring leading-edge high performance computing (HPC) 
resources to tens of thousands of academic- and industry-
based researchers across the United States.

• Dell EMC PowerEdge servers 
 – AMD EPYC™ processors
 – NVIDIA® GPU accelerators

• Mellanox® HDR InfiniBand

5 petaflops 50,000
users 

• Making HPC accessible to tens of thousands of users

• Supporting widely diverse workloads in a single HPC 
environment

• Accelerating scientific discovery in academic and industrial domains

• Unlocking the power of data to solve pressing challenges as identified 
by the National Science Foundation

The Expanse supercomputer 
is expected to serve  
more than 

The new Expanse supercomputer 
is projected to have a peak 
performance of
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Taking HPC to new heights
At SDSC, technology never stands still. The organization is 
always on a quest to bring researchers the latest and greatest 
resources for computational science. That’s the case today as 
SDSC pushes forward with plans to roll out a next-generation 
supercomputer,

The system, named Expanse, will nearly double the 
performance of SDSC’s current Comet supercomputer, making 
it the Center’s most powerful system to-date. Expanse is 
projected to have a peak performance of up to five petaflops. 
To match what a five-petaflops system can do in just one 
second, that is one calculation every second for more than 
158 million years.1 

As a result of a successful proposal to the National Science 
Foundation, SDSC is working with the high performance 
computing team from Dell Technologies to develop and deploy 
the system. Expanse will deliver the power of 728 dual-
socket Dell EMC PowerEdge C6525 servers with 2nd Gen 
AMD EPYC™ processors connected with Mellanox® HDR 
InfiniBand, along with NVIDIA® GPUs.  The system has more 
than 93,000 compute cores. And with tens of thousands of 
users, their varied workloads will consume every one of them.

“This is a next-generation system from what we have in 
Comet, and it’s important that we continue to evolve in terms 
of broadening overall access among the research community 

1	 Based	on	1	petaflops	(PFLOPS),	capable	of	performing	one	quadrillion	(1015)	
floating-point	operations	per	second.	The	equivalent	of	one	second	of	a	1	
PFLOPS	systems	calculations	is	one	calculation	per	second	for	31,688,765	years.	
Similarly,	to	match	a	5	PFLOPS	system	would	require	158,443,825	calculations	
per second. https://kb.iu.edu/d/apeq

in advanced, energy-efficient ways,” says Shawn Strande, 
deputy director of SDSC. “AMD’s Rome processor is forward-
looking.	PCIe	Gen4,	the	innovative	Infinity	Fabric	and	the	Zen	
2 architecture bring significant performance benefits to the 
user community. This, taken together with Dell working closely 
with AMD on the server design, was important to us. Delivery 
schedule for product acceptance testing and early access has 
been essential.”

In a unique design approach, Expanse will be based on 
clusters of 13 identical scalable servers with 56 CPUs and four 
GPUs. Each of these scalable compute units will have more 
than 7,000 compute cores and 56 terabytes of lightning-fast 
local NVMe storage. Beyond the scalable units, Expanse will 
have	a	Lustre	parallel	file	system	with	12	petabytes	of	storage,	
attached via an HDR 200 network.

“The sum total of it is a really powerful but user-friendly system 
with an incredible amount of compute potential for a lot of 
users,” Strande says. “We anticipate we will be serving 50,000 
or more users with Expanse, and that follows on Comet’s wide 
acceptance,	where	there	were	over	40,000	users.”

Supporting the ‘long tail  
of science’
While there are supercomputers are designed to run narrowly 
targeted workloads, Expanse is designed to support a wide 
range of applications and tens of thousands of scientific 
researchers.

Expanse at a glance
• Expanse is a national supercomputing resource funded by a  

$10 million grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF).

• Expanse will be a key resource within the NSF’s Extreme 
Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE), 
which comprises the world’s most advanced collection of 
integrated digital resources and services. 

• The system is expected to serve more than 50,000 academic- 
and industry-based researchers from across the United States

• With over 93,000 compute cores, Expanse is projected to have a 
peak performance of up to five petaflops.

https://www.dell.com/en-us/work/shop/povw/poweredge-c6525
https://kb.iu.edu/d/apeq
https://www.xsede.org/
https://www.xsede.org/


“Our	community	is	a	very	large	one,”	Strande	says.	“Instead	of	a	
few users running very large jobs, we have thousands of users 
running relatively small and modest-scale jobs. It’s researchers 
from hundreds of universities and organizations, and they are 
running jobs in every scientific domain imaginable.”

Like	SDSC’s	Comet	supercomputer,	which	is	slated	to	remain	
in operation through March 2021, Expanse will continue to 
serve what is referred to as the “long tail of science.” Expanse 
will run workloads from virtually every discipline, from multi-
messenger astronomy, genomics and the social sciences to 
biological sciences, earth sciences, material science, quantum 
chemistry and astrophysics. 

These workloads include high-throughput computing, batch-
scheduled jobs and science gateways. Expanse will also 
support direct integration with commercial cloud, which will 
allow users to access cloud HPC resources via Expanse, 
and composable systems, which is an approach that 
integrates HPC systems, instruments, data analysis and high 
performance networks into purpose-specific resources.

“Our	tagline	with	Expanse	is	‘Computing	Without	Boundaries,’”	
Strande says. “We’ve moved beyond the walls of the data 
center and what we typically think of as an HPC system 
— racks, servers, storage, networks and all that — and 
embedded the HPC system in a much larger ecosystem of  
distributed resources.”

Comet is a key resource within the National Science 
Foundation’s XSEDE (Extreme Science and Engineering 
Discovery Environment) program, and contributes to 
Harnessing the Data Revolution with extensive collaborations 

between academia, industry, government and communities 
that enable capabilities beyond what is currently possible in 
either private or public sectors. The system will remain in use 
through March 2021 to help address the strong demand for 
high performance computing resources.

Winning awards
SDSC’s efforts to push the boundaries of supercomputing 
have been widely recognized in industry and academic circles. 
For example, the Center received three top HPCwire honors 
for 2019, including the online publication’s Readers’ Choice 
Award for the use of the Comet supercomputer in helping 
astrophysics researchers gain new insights into gravitational 
waves, or invisible space ripples, via supercomputer 
simulations for analyzing neutron star structures and 
mergers.2 

HPCwire also recognized SDSC with two other honors for 2019: 

• Editors’ Choice: Top Energy-Efficient HPC Achievement 
— UC San Diego researchers used Comet to design new 
materials	for	solar	cells	and	LEDs,	anticipating	that	these	
materials will provide excellent properties for this application.

• Editors’ Choice:	Best	Use	of	HPC	Application	in	Life	
Sciences — University of Michigan researchers used Comet 
and other supercomputers to analyze differences between 
2D and 3D visualizations to understand how tuberculosis 
granulomas form and spread.

2 San Diego Supercomputer Center, “SDSC Shares Top Supercomputing 
Achievement Award for 2019,” November 18, 2019.

About the San Diego Supercomputer Center
• SDSC is a leader in all aspects of advanced computation, including 

data integration and storage, performance modeling, data mining 
and predictive analytics, and software development. 

• SDSC provides resources, services, and expertise to the national 
research community including academia, industry, and government. 

• SDSC supports hundreds of multidisciplinary programs spanning 
a wide variety of domains, from astrophysics and bioinformatics to 
environmental sciences and health IT. 

• SDSC is a Dell Technologies HPC & AI Center of Excellence.

https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/big_ideas/harnessing.jsp
https://www.sdsc.edu/News Items/PR20191118_HPCwire_Awards.html
https://www.sdsc.edu/News Items/PR20191118_HPCwire_Awards.html
https://www.dellemc.com/en-us/solutions/high-performance-computing/hpc-ai-centers-of-excellence.htm
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Those awards continued SDSC’s longstanding track record of 
recognition from the community. Among other accolades:

• In 2018, SDSC won HPCwire’s Top HPC-enabled 
Supercomputing Achievement Award for Comet’s role in 
assisting an international team of scientists at the NSF-
funded	IceCube	Neutrino	Observatory	in	finding	the	first	
evidence of a source of high-energy cosmic neutrinos. 

• In 2017, the Comet supercomputer won HPCwire’s Reader’s 
Choice – Best Use for AI award for developing realistic 
“biomimetic neuroprosthetics” by replicating brain circuitry to 
direct a realistic prosthetic arm. 

• In 2016, SDSC was part of two Top HPC-enabled 
Supercomputing Achievement Awards, for the use of Comet 
to help verify Einstein’s theory of gravitational waves. 

Working with  
Dell Technologies 
In moving forward with Dell Technologies on the development 
and deployment of the Expanse system, SDSC is building 
on a well-established relationship. The HPC team at SDSC 
worked closely with Dell Technologies to design and deliver 
the Comet system, a petascale supercomputer with nearly 
2,000 PowerEdge servers.

“SDSC and Dell EMC have a very good partnership with 
Comet, starting with the codesign the system,” Strande says. 
“For Expanse, we worked with the same team we worked with 
for Comet — an expert group of engineers and application 
specialists who really understood the workloads and who 
share our design philosophy.”

Strande notes that the HPC team at Dell Technologies is there 
for SDSC whenever system issues arise.

“We’re working at the bleeding edge, and so as things come 
up, you need a vendor that is going to jump on that with you 
and solve the problem.”

That’s Dell Technologies, Strande says. 

“They’re going to be available,” he says. “They’re going to 
show up when they say they are going to show up. If you 
need a part shipped, it’s going to show up. If you have a tough 
technical problem on the system side or the application side, 
they are going to be there for you. Dell’s advanced technology 
products have been instrumental, and with a great team that 
takes pride in making these systems, we continue our long 
partnership of providing cutting-edge HPC systems to the 
broader community.”
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